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ABSTRACT

The Distar I Reading, Language, and Arithmetic programs were
o,

used with two first grade-classes. The Dj.star II programs were

used with two second-grade classes. Children who had completed

two years of Distar instruction receiVed'traditional instruction

in third-grade. First, second and third ,grade control "groups

were given traditional instruction.

The Distar program had no advantage over traditional instruction

for developing oral language of first grade children. The effect of

Distar on first grade reading achievement was inconclusive.

Second grade non-Distar pupils performed significantly better

than Distar laupils on the word meaning and word study skills sections

of the Stanford Achievement Primary II. Second grade Distar pupils

scored telow grade placement on subtests of word meaning, paragraph

meaning, languae, and arithmetic concepts.

COmparable subgroups of Distar and control pupils performed

equally well on the Stanford Achievement Primary II at the end of

third grade. Performance of the entire third grade Distar group

on the Stanford Achievement subtests of word meaning, paragraph

meaning,,arithmetic comprehension, and arithmetic concepts did

not differ from grade placement, overcoming the discrepancy between

achievement and grade placement in word meaning, paragraph meaning,

and arithmetic concepts found,when these children completed grade

two.
.

Cr.
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Review, of the p71-197 Exaluatioil

The evaluation of the 1971-1972 Title I4-program at Winthrop

reported the achievement of first and second grade classes who had'

used the Distar program and several control groups Achievement in

oral language, reading, and arithmetic was studied. It was found

that one of two first grade Distal.; classes gained on the Basic

Concept Inventory, a test of oral language& But, to a great extent,

results on ,this test were inconclusive. When Distar and control

first grade pupils were compared on an evaluator-constructed First

Grade Reading Test no significant differences were found. These

first graders appai-ently pertained equally well in reading at the

conclusidnof first grade. They are the°second graders in the

1972-1973 evaluation.

Fifty-one second grade Distar pupils were tested on the Stanford

Achievement Test, Primary II. Their grade plaCement at the time of

testing was 2.9. It was found that they were significantly below

grade placement on four of the seven subtests (word meaning., paragraph

meaning, arithmetiC computation, and arithmetic concepts, as shown

in Table 6 of.the 1971-1972 evaluation report). Since the childien

had been selected for the Distar program on the basis of initially

low readiness scores, performance below grade placement was not un-

expected. The children of this group were followed in third grade,

and their achievement after receiving traditional thiregrade ins
struction is reported in the 1972-1973 evaluation.

A subgroup of the second grade Distar pupiliWas compared to

a group of non-Distar pupils on readiness, first grade reading

achievement, IQ, and second grade achievement.- Selection of the

two groups had been based on similarity of readiness'and IQ scores.

Only one.itgnificant difference, second giade arithmetic computation

1) 0 f0
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favoring the Distar group, appeared. These results are reported
'e)
Tn Table 5 of the'1971-1972 evaluation report. The achievement

of these groups in third grade is compared A the 1972-1973 eval-

uation.

,The 1971-1972 evaluation. stated that the publisher (SRA) in-

eaded that Distar I be completed before children enter first

grade. The Winthro schobls° use of Distar I as the first grade

. reading program; contrary to the publisher's intent, must be borne

./ in mind. when interpreting ,the results of the evaluation reports.

The program as actgally implemented in 1971-1972 reflected not

only the characteristics of the published program but also decisions

and actions of the schools and teachers participating. It was stated

that, in various ways, Distar I and.II were supplemented and altered

by the teachers. These Title I evaluatiOns, then, describe the ef-

fects of the instructional program AA conductea in Winthrop. '

The 1971-1972 evaluation describes some of the main features

of the published Distgr prqgraM (pp. 3 - ). It was stated that

the major skills areas of Reading I and II arie reading, decoding,

and comprehension, but there appears to be a lack of emphasis on

building such specific comprehension skills as comprehending the

main idea and a sequence of events. In Arithmetic I children are

taught tocount; to use numerals, plus and minus signs, and symbols.
6

for equality and inequality; to group and regroup numbers. In

Arithmetic II children learn problem solving, multiplication, and

fractions. One finding of the 1971-1972 evaluation was that children

were often oonfused about the use of zero as a place holder because

Distar teaches the temporary use of supersoripted zeros pp. 15 - 16).

The language used in the classroom is stressed in Languag I. In

:) 0 U11
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Language II. children learn td analyze language, perform logical

operations, =6 answer questions.

Prior research on Distar is summarizee in the 1971E4971 evalua-

tion. The results of twenty-one studiei in which Distar was'emploYed

were summarized. Distar was initiated. in the first grade' in only

one' ofthese studies. No other studies on Distar were listed in the

annual stAmiaries of reading research through June 30, 1972 contained

in the Reading Research Quarterlv,.Spring 1973, and in the Journal

Dr-Educational Research, April'1973

Description of the 1972-1973 Program

Distar I was used with one first grade class at the Shirley'
1

Street school and another at the'Newton school. The cl ss at Shirley

Street was smaller (21 children) than the Distar. group t.Newton

(28 children). As was the case the 'previous year, the program as

taught to the children was.influenced by teaching styl . In various

ways the Distar program was altered and supplemented. Sallie supple-
,

mentary reading and spelling material was in evidence Such tech-

niques as "singing" the sounds to encourage word synthesis, observed

at Shirley Street, were alterations of the program.

:Distar II was presented to one second grade class at each school;

each class had received Distal' instruction in first grade. The second

grade class at Newton school had been instructed at Center school the

previous year.

Non-Distar pupils were used as control groups. Children were

assigned to_Distar and nonDistar first grades at, Newton in a way

intended to establishtwo roughly equivalent groups of twenty-eight

children in each. Children selected for the first grade Distar Class

at Shirley Street were those with poorest readiness scoresi Hence

they are excluded from comparative analysis with the first grade non-

Distyr children at Newton. Children,at Highland Street school, selected

0 0 o



S as the first grade control group in 1971-1972 were followed in

second grade. Children who were included in the second grade study

in 1971-1972 were followed in third grade where all (Distar and non-"

,.;4Dittar) received traditional instruction.- These included "matched"

subgroups of Distar and non-Distar ohildien.

The evaluator observed the instructional program periodically

through the yea. In addition to observing differences of teaching

style and evidence of supplementing,and altering the program (dis-

cussed above), he noted particular aspects of instruction that
4

seemed to encourage or to impede learning, and he observed abilities

of, and difficulties encountered by, the children at various stages

of learning. One aspect of instruction observed in one classroom

that seemed to impede leaining, and that might have built unfavor-

able attitudes toward learning, was the tendency to repeat the pre-

sentation of a task, each time in a loUdeivoice, despite the child's

repeated failure at the task. It would bd'preferable to change,the

instructions or break down the task into simpier parts. The teach-

erl's presentation in this instance suggested thit she attributed the

child's failUre to his inattentiveness, rather than to the difficulty

level of the task or its complexity.' It is uncertain whether this

approach is attributable to teaching style, to Engelmann's philosophy,

or to both.

At the beginning of the year several firSt graders had diffi-

culty with word synthesis when presented with lists of words. A

typical response of some children was to pronounce words that rhymed,

changing only the initial sound although several letters differed

in succeeding words. Some first graderi found it difficult to build

a sight vocabulary. This is possibly because words were seldom met'

in sentence context and rapid,recognition of whole words, after hav-

0 0 go
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ing synthesized them several times, was not encouraged.

By the endof the year first graders seemed to have overcome

many of thpse initial problems. Typically they read with good ex-

pression, with understanding, and with the ability to perceive the

humor in a story.

gyguat,agjzaonDe

First grade achievenent in oral language and reading 'Was

assessed. Distar first graderth and the non-Distar -control group

were pre- and posttested on a First Grade Oral Language Test, pre-

pared for this evaluation. Newton school Distar and control classes

were compared on the pretest for -the interim evaluation report.

They are again compared on the posttest. Pretest scores of each

class are compared with their posttest scores for evidence of growth

in oral language. Newton school Distar and non-Distar first grade

classes are also compared on the First Grade Reading Test. The

Shirley Stret school first graders' results are also repdrted.

Second

schools are

graders at H

Primary II,

justified on

alent perform

also is compa

Third gr

and second gr

ade Distar classes from Newton and,Shirley Street

ombined as one group and compared to the control second

hland Street school on the Stanford Achievement Test,

rm W. Treating these Distar pupils as one group is

he-basis ofequivalent selection criteria and equiv-
.

ce as first graders. PerformanCe of Distar pupils

ed to grade placement at time'of testing.

ers who had received Distar instruction as first

ers are compared to third graders,who had received

traditionalA.nstruction and to third. graders who had received proT,

grammed instruction in reading. Comparison was made with a test

of Phonics and an evaluator-constructed Test of Reading Comprehension

for the interim evaluation. The posttest comparison is made with

8
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the Stanford Achievement Test. The performance of Distar pupils also
41,

is compared to grade placement at the time of testing.

A subgroup of Distar third, graders is compared to a subgroup

of non - Distar third'graders on the tests of Phonice and Reading

Comprehension, in the interim evaluation,and on the Stanford Achieve-
,

ment Test used as the posttest. ,These subgroups consist of children

selectedlin the fifit grade because of similar readiness and 14 scores,

and they are compared on first and second grade reading tests in the

1971-1972 evaluation.

Tests Used

The First Grade Oral Language Test was based on the work of Jean

Berko ("The Child's Learning of English Morphology," Word, XIV (1958)\

pp. 150-177) and Carol Chomsky (The Acquisition gr. ginta in Children

from 5 132 12, Cambridge: MIT Press, 1969). Items consisted of those

structures of syntax and morphology found to develop mainly between.

the ages of 4 and 8. Some easier and some more difficult items are

also included. The test was administered by the evaluator and trained

examiners.inqTanuary and June. The following test-retest correlations

were obtained: .67 (Newton,School Distar, n = 21), .18 (Shirley

Street School Distar, n = 20), and' .64 (Newton School Control, n = 24).

The correlation coefficient obtained at Shirley Street school is not

significant. Others are significant, with the probability in each

case less than 1 in 100 that the correlation coefficients could be

obtained due to chance:. The reason.for the poor evidence of test-

retest reliability at Shirley Street cannot be explained. It should

be noted that, five months intervened between test administrations,

during which change of ability was possible. Test-retest coefficients

are typically computed after aduration of a fewweeks,- with little

Nmommimm]

likelihood of improvement in performance.

6 _s 0 9



The First Grade Reading Test was designed by theOevaluator..-

The test was prepared in two fqrms, one typewritten for the control

group, the other hand lettered with the Distar reading font or al-

phabet style for the Distar groups. The test was also used in the

1971-1972 evaluation., The vocabulary reflected what was common to

both the typical first grade reading vocabulary and the'spelling

patterns taught in Distar. Hence, the vocabulary was considered

appropriate-b4h for Distarand'for control groups. Thetest for-

-mat was similar to the format of many standardized tests for first

graders, such as the Stanford Achievement and the California Reading

Test. The forty-item test consisted of short passages followed by

questions. The test yielded five scores: 1) main idea, 2) stated

details, 3) inferences, 4) sequence, 5) total test. Test eel/ability'
o

was determined in the 1971-1972 eveiustion,using the Spearman-Brown

formula. Coefficients, of .96 were obtained,for both forme (Distar

and non-Distar), indicating very, high reliability.

The Metropolitan Readiness Test and the Otis-Lennon Mental

Ability Test were used to prove, equivalence of Distar and control'

groups.

Two tests were used in the interim testing of third graders.

These were evaluator-constructed tesbs of Phonics and Reading Com-
'

prehension. The Phonics test required the child to write the lettee

or letters correspondingto sounds in words spoken by the examiner.

It yielded five scores: 1) single initial consonants, 2) initial

consonant blends; 3) consonant digraphs,- 4) vowels, 5) total test.

The Third Grade Test of Reading Comprehension yielded fide scores:

main idea, ?),_stated details, 3)-inferences, 4) sequence, 5) to-

, tal test.

Posttesting of second and third graders was done with sections

di 0 0 1 0
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'of the Stanford Achievement Test, Primary II, Forms tf (for sdciond

graders) and_X (for third graders).

gesults

First Grade

Table 1 of the interim evaluation shows there were no signifi--

cant differences between the Distar and control: classes at Newton

school, and between the two fist grade Distar classes on the Oral

Lahguage Test pretest. Comparison of pre- and posttest results of

each class shows no significant changes for either Distar class

and significant gain for the Newton school control.blass. Results,

indicate the non-Distar class made significant progress ,in oral

'language as geasured on this test whereai the Distar classes did

not (Table 1). Comparison of the Newton school Distar and control

classes shows no significant differences on the oral language post-

test indicating till levels of ability in oral language at the end

of the year were similar (Table 2).

TABLE 1

PRETEST AND POSTTEST RESUI1TS ON THE
FIRST-GRADE ORAL LANGUAGE TEST

Group N Pretest'
Mean &

SD

Posttest
Mean &

SD

Distar-Newton 21\ 11.00 10.81 70.336 NS
2.19 3.50

Distar-Shirley 20_ 9.90 10.60 1.099 NS
2.34 2.11

Control-Newton '24 10.00 '11.42 3.205 <.01
2.81 1.98

NS = got significant,

Newton school bistar.and control classes were compared on

reading readiness, IQ and the First Grade Reading Test. Although
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COMPARISON.

r ,

(

TABLE

OF NVTON WOOL DISTAR,AND NON-DISTAR FIRST GRADE
' SES ON ORAL LANGUAGE POSTTEST, TESTS OF

READINESS, IQ, AND'READING

Test Date Distar -r Control
Group Mean Group Mean

& SD & SD .

Oral Lang.
Posttest

5-73
N = 26 N = 26 ,

10.54
." 3.36

11.46
1.92

J

N = 22 N = 23
Metr. Rdness 9-72 51.68 65.48

17:59 8.77

Otis IQ 1-23 104.59
114:781216.72

Main Idea 5-73 2.95 4.17
2.30 ,2.41-

Details
, 5-73 - 7.1a 9.61 .

4.4,5 4.42-

Inferences 5-73 3.68 4.1.9
2.01 2.17

Sequence 5=73 2.82 3.04.
10.94 1.80E

Total dg. 5-73 16.63 21.22 ."-
9.69 9.03

, t

,-17:215 -N5,'

-3.352 <.01

r2.37 r

-1.737

-1.836 NS

-1.137 NS

-0.404 NS4_

NS

-1.641 NS,

NS = not 9ignificant

children were assigned to these two classes in.a manner intended to

form two classes of similar ability, similarity, on pretest measures

of readiness and IQ was not obtained. This may be due to the num-

ber of children tested in reading whose results were excluded from

the analysis: 'Teachers reported that some children in these classes*,:

appeared' to have difficulty with the jnechanios of taking the reading

test. While all children who were given the reading test were in- .-'

cluded in the 1971 -19.72 analysis, the evaluator.decided,to omit

from the analysis of 1972-1973 children who appeared to have had

*difficulty with test mechanics. icchilds.s test was considered valid-

0()L2



if it satisfied two criteria: 1) items beyond the first paragraph

were attempted, and 2) answer choices, one to a question, were

attempted for at least one subsequent item. On this basis, the
rY1

results of five children in the Newton school ,Distar class `and

five In the control Class were eliminated. No results from the

Shirley-Street school Distar class were eliminated. Table 2 shows

the Distar and control classes at Newton school did not differ

significantly on the reading test,, although the latter was favored

in readiness and Is.'

The scores obtained by the Shirley Street school Distar class

are reported in Table 3. None of these test results were eliminated

due to problems with test mechanics. The teachers inlOcatedthat

these children were closely supervised during testing so that such

problems could be avoided.' However, comparison with Table 2and with.

the results of the Shirley Street pupils tested the precedingyeai,,

after being instructed by the same teachers, shows the present group

at Shirley Streetperforme&deoidedly better than any others group.

Thi possibility that the children were inadvertantly given undue

assistance on the reading test cannot be ruled out. Other possible

explanations lie-in the small number of children in the class and,

possibly, in improved teaching. To resolve the issue, interim'

testing in 1973-1974 is planned.

.The results on he-FiFst grade Heading-Test appear to be in-

conclusive for jud ing the relative merits of. the Distar program.

If the Shirley Street school results are valid, one cxahnot deter-
.

mine the reason for the vast difference between the two Distar

classes.
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ti TABLE 3

_SHIRLEY STREEf-SCHOOt DISTAR CLASS-RESULTS ON TESTS
OF READIOSS, IQ, -Alb READING (N

Zest Date Mean SD

Metr. Rdness 9-72 54.39.... 10.16

Oita IQ -1-73 .

/ Main Idea ; 5-73 ;; Y.11

Details' 5-73 14.00 1.46

Inferences- -4.06 1.11

Sequence 5-73 4.44 1.25
.

Total Rdg. 5-73 30.56 3.11

Second Grade

-Second graders Were tested with the Stanford Achievement T st,

Primary. III Form W. 'Results of testing at the two schools were
1

combined for analysis, as was dope in 1971-1972. Comparisonwa

tadewithmihe_dontrolpupils at Highland Street school (Table 4)._

Children had also received the,,Otis-Lennon test in *January 1973.`

Two sightfiCaritAfiferenceel-bottitavoring the control group,

ekppeared. '-These differences were in word meaning-and word study

skills. Niosignificant differences appeared in paragralh meaning,

spelling, language, or arithmetic. Review of the second grade

results-from the lrevious year's evaluation does not establish

that-there is a consistent tendency for the.Distar or non-Distar

ohildren.to.i*CeI- in any- particular area.

Achievement of second grade Distar *mils was compared to

grade placement (2.9)!. 4hese children scored significantly below
, .

grade placeMeAt:--in sevekal areas (footnote, Table 4). In both

1971-72 and 1972-73 second 'grade children who had received Distar

instruct/'On in grades one and two scared significantly below grads,.v000*

placement do the Stanford Achievement Test in word meaning, para-
31
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. .

graph meaning, and arithmetic concepts.
, f et. .

7

!TABLE 4

'CtiMPARiSON OF SECOND GRADE DISTAR AND NON-DISTAR CONTROL PUPILS
\ - ON IQ AND STANFORD ACHIEVEMENT RESULTS

.
"v . A

Test Date, Digtar
Group Mean
&5D
N = 39

Control
Group Meanl
& SD
N s

Otis IQ 1-73 100..4 104.9 -1.115 NS
11.4 16.8

Stanford 5-7'3

Word Mng. *2.58 3.03 -2.533 <15
.59 - .48

Para. Mng. *2.42 2.55 -0.663 NS
.6z .66

-.Spelling 2.88 -70.320- NS'
.83

,2.96
.70.

Wd. Study Skills 2.71 3.68 -2.652 <.05
1.00 1.56

'Language *2.65 2.54 0.582 NS
.59

Arith. Computation 2.72 2:47 1.401 NS
.60 .51,.

*2.47 -1.542 NS
.60 1.10

* Mean scores of Distar pupils that lie below grade placement of
2.9,- significance at .05 level,
NS = not /significant.

. ,
, .

,.:...;'
,

.AV1 third graders who had, completed Distar instruction and
, .

third graders wlici'had had taditionai instruction and programted

instryction'Were'compared on interim,ilests of Phonics and Readi4g-
d . I' ,

o

dor*rehension and posttests with the Stanford Achievement Test,., .

Third Grade

Primary II, Flom X. Table 2 oi%the interim.evaluation shows

children from traditional programs Were consistently superior in

phonics and reading,comprehensip., .ThemagnitUae of differences
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(number correct} was not great. Pupils ielected'for Distarinstruc-
tion were probably lower in" initial readiness for learning in grade.
one (readiness scores were the basis for selection)." As shown in
Table 5, children from traditional, programs maintained their super-
iority on the-Stanford Achievement Test:"

TABLE-

COMPARISON OF DISTAR AND TRADITIONAL PROGRAM CHILDRENAT THE END OF THIRD GRADE ON THE STANFORD
ACHIEVEMENT PRIMARY II, FORM X

Subtest i4atar
:N = 49
Mean.:
& SD .

Word Mng., '3.464
. .97-

Para.. mi. 3.45.
___

1.08

Arith.--- ,:;',:-4.01
Computi404 .90 --

, .

Arith. 3.63
Coricepts 1;24

Traditional t PN = 118
Moan
& SD-

-23.94 -2.904 <.01
.98

. -3.75
.92

-1.790 NS
,

4.39 -2.616 .<.01
.84

4401 -2.043 <.05
1.01

NS = not Significa4
1

Table 4 of the interim evaluation report:shows, fewer differ-

ences between Distar and programmed reading groups. The latter

obtained higherScores on the test of Phonics, but-no significant

differences on the Reading Comprehension, Test appeared. NO sig
nificant differences between these two groups appeared-on the

SfanfordAchievement posttest (Table 6).

Distar pupils' achievement on the Stanford was compared to

their giade placement at time of testing, which was 3.7. Wihown.`,

in Table 7, the'-Childrenscored signiltantlY above grade place,-:.

ment in arithmetio,CoMputation and were significantly below grade

placement in no other area tested. Evidently Distar pupils scored
i! 0,0 I 6
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TABLE 6

COMPARISON OF DISTAR AND PROGRAMMED READING CHILDREN
AT THE END OF THIRD GRADE ON THE STANFORD

ACHIEVEMENT PRIMARY II, FORM X

Subtest Distar
N = 49
Mean
& SD

Progr. Rdg.
N = 25
Mean
& SD

t P-

-Worl Mng.'

Para. Mng.

N.

Arith. ,

Computation

Arith.
Concepts

3.46
.97-

345
1.08

4.01
.90,

3.63
1.24

-----

3'.83
, .91

3.77,--
8

4.42
.86

3.76
1.05

1

-1.572

-1.306

-1.916

. -0.459,',

*14

NS

1Z' -i

NS

.

NS = not significant

1

below grade placement at the end of grade two in word meaning,

paragraph meaning, arithmetic compUtation, and arithmetic concepts,

but were no longer significantly' below grade placement in these

areas when tested in the seventlimonth of the third grade (the

group tested both times- consisted of virtually all the same chil-

dren). Although traditional in#ruction.intervened between the

two-tests, considering their lowstate of readiness when selected

-tor .DiStar in grade one, the Dieter program may hAve.00ntributed

to their success n grade three.'

As reported in the,.197171972 evaluation, a subgroup of Distar

and non-Distar children were compared on fir and second grade

achievement. No significant differences were toundlon first grade

readiness, second grade IQ, and most achievement measures. Most

of these children were evaluated on the interim tests of Phonics

and Reading Comprehension. The non-Distar group; was favored on

the Phonics test. All the children were then compared on the

0301?



TABLE 7

COMPARISON OF MEAN ACHIEVEMENT SCORES WITH
GRADE PLACEMENT OF DISTAR CHILDREN

AT THE END OF THIRD!GRADE

Stanford
Achievement
Primary II
Form X Subtest

Distar
N = 49
Mean & SD

Grade ;

Placement
at Testing

Word Mng. 3.46 3.7 -1.732 NS
.97

Para. Mpg. 3.45 3.7 -1.620 NS
1.08

Arith. 4.01 3.7 2.411 <.05Computation

A\rith. 3;63 3.7 -0.395 NSConcepts 1.24

NS = not significant

IStanford Achievement administered in third grade (Table 8). No

significant differences appeared.

TABLE 8

COMPARISON OF DISTAR SUBGROUP AND NON=DISTAR SUBGROUP
AT THE END OF THIRD GRADE ON THE'vSTANFORD

ACHIEVEMENT PRIMARY II FCRMA,X

Subtest Distar Non-Distar ,

t P
N = 19 N = 20

s,t,Mean & Mean &
.

Nr ,i,,
SD . SD %ot

=It
--,_ t,v..,,

Word. Mng. - 3.81 4.29 1-VI-1.190 NS
1.36 1.18 *ct!l

, -r,i,

Para, Mng. 4.02 4.02' ;0.003 NS
1.26 .92, '"aA

:,

Arith. 4.34 4.52 -!ab494 NS
Computation '1.06 1.12 "v'.1

%,*14
Arith. 4.25 4.28' 6,4 1049 NS
Concepts 1.57 1.26

'?.:*'.;
R.

)1S = not significant

, it 0.01 Lb ,'N'twtf
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Third grade results indicate that children who received Distar

instruction in grades one and two performed as well, at the conclu-

sion of grade three, as non-Distar children, of comparable initial ,

ability. All participants in Distar, as a group, scored below grade

level in four areas at the end of grade two but were functioning at

grade level at the end of third grade as measured on the Stanford,

Achievement Test.

'Summary of Results

1. The non-Distar first grade class made significant gain

oral language. The Distar and non-Distar classes at Newton school

performed similarly on the oral language posttest.

2. Newton school first grade Distal, and control classes did

not differ significantly in reading achievement.

, 3. Shirley Street first graders performed well on the reading

test. The cause of their superior performance cannot, be identified;

itJcannot be attributed at this-time to the Distar program, the

small number of children in the class, quality of teaching, or to

the possibility that they received undue assistance when tested.

4. Second grade non-Distar pupils performed significantly

better than Distar pupils on the word meaning and word study skills

sect ons of the Stanford Achievement. These differenceS did not

appear between second grade groups in the 1971-1972 evaluation.

5. Second grade Distar /pupils scored significantly below grade

,placement on the word meaning, paragraph meaning, language, and

arithmetic concepts subtests of the Stanford Achievement. Similar

results were obtained in the 1971-1972 evalUation, except for the

language aubtest.

6. Third graders who had received three years of traditional

instruction were superior to former Distar pupils in phonics and

ti J r) 1 9
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reading comprehension on mid -year testing, and in word meaning,

arithmetic computation, and, arithmetic concepts on Stanford

'Achievement posttests. However, former Distar pupils* had been
4

selected for Distar instruction because of low readiness for

learning.

7. Third gimders who had received programmed reading

instruction were superior to former Dieter pupils in phonics on

mid-year testing. No difference appeared on the Stanford Achieve,-

ment posttest.

8. Third grade former Distar pupils soored significantly

above grade placement in'arithmetic computation. They were not

significantly below grade placement in any subtests of the Stan-

ford Achievement. When this group had been tested at the end of .*

second grade in 1971 -1972(the group consisted of virtually all

the same children on bothltestings), the pupils were below grade

placement (grade 2.9 at that time) in four ereas of the Stanford

Achievement.

9. Comparable subgroups of Distar d non-Distar pupils were

followed in third grade. The non-DistJ group perfOrmed better on

the mid -year test of phonics. No diff rences existed on the mid-

year test of reading comprehension or the Stanford Achievement post-

test.

Conclusions

Based on the results of testing done in:1972-1973, the follow-

ing-oonclusions are drawn.

1. The Distar program ap ar to havg no advantage with

respect to the oral language d velopmentof first graders.

2. First graders in the Distar program achieve as well as

first graders in traditional programs in reading. Evidence of

!I0 X20
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superior achievement in reading by first grade Distar. pupils is

inconclusive at this time.

3. Second grade Distar pupils score below grade level on post-.

tests of word meaning, paragraph meaning, and arithmetic concepts.

This result was obtained for two oonseoutive years and is therefor&

an expected outcome of Dieter instruction, given the characteristics

of pupils who are selected for the program.

4. Distar pupils do not perform as well as their peers who

received traditional instruction in the trees of reading and arith-

metic at the end of third grade. The latter pupils probably had

higher initial ability. Distar, and non-Distar pupils of comparable

initial ability perform equally well after one, two, or three years,

of instruction.. The Distar pupils overcome the discrepancy between

grade placement and achievement that exists at the end of second

grade, and as a group are performing at grade level at the end of

third grade. Therefore, a program of instruction with the Distar

system for two years, followed by one year of traditional instruc-

tion, results in achievement essentially at grade level for the

group'as a whole. Within the group are individuals who perform

below, others who perform above grade level. Children who are of

similar initial ability perform about equally well in Distar and

traditional programs of instruction after three years.

Recommendations

1. Instruction with the Distar system possibly can be im-

proved by providing greater opportunity to read connected sentences

and paragraphs thereby developing both comprehension and sight

vocabulary; changing oral' instructions and analyzing tasks to simpler
.

steps when children have difficulty performing a task; providing

instruction on specific comprehension skills.

2. Introduction of Distar in kindergarten should be considered.


